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Abstract
Background: The characterization of limb biomechanics has broad implications for analyzing and managing
motion in aging, sports, and disease. Motion capture videography and on-body wearable sensors are powerful tools
for characterizing linear and angular motions of the body, though are often cumbersome, limited in detection, and
largely non-portable. Here we examine the feasibility of utilizing an advanced wearable sensor, fabricated with
stretchable electronics, to characterize linear and angular movements of the human arm for clinical feedback. A
wearable skin-adhesive patch with embedded accelerometer and gyroscope (BioStampRC, MC10 Inc.) was applied
to the volar surface of the forearm of healthy volunteers. Arms were extended/flexed for the range of motion of
three different regimes: 1) horizontal adduction/abduction 2) flexion/extension 3) vertical abduction. Data were
streamed and recorded revealing the signal “pattern” of movement in three separate axes. Additional signal
processing and filtering afforded the ability to visualize these motions in each plane of the body; and the 3dimensional motion envelope of the arm.
Results: Each of the three motion regimes studied had a distinct pattern – with identifiable qualitative and
quantitative differences. Integration of all three movement regimes allowed construction of a “motion envelope,”
defining and quantifying motion (range and shape – including the outer perimeter of the extreme of motion – i.e.
the envelope) of the upper extremity. The linear and rotational motion results from multiple arm motions match
measurements taken with videography and benchtop goniometer.
Conclusions: A conformal, stretchable electronic motion sensor effectively captures limb motion in multiple
degrees of freedom, allowing generation of characteristic signatures which may be readily recorded, stored, and
analyzed. Wearable conformal skin adherent sensor patchs allow on-body, mobile, personalized determination of
motion and flexibility parameters. These sensors allow motion assessment while mobile, free of a fixed laboratory
environment, with utility in the field, home, or hospital. These sensors and mode of analysis hold promise for
providing digital “motion biomarkers” of health and disease.
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Background
Motion is a vital element of human physical capacity,
necessary for a wide range of activities. However, with
injury or progression of age and disease, human mobility
and motion may be compromised. Characterization of
motion is essential for defining, classifying, and managing a broad range of movement and physiological disorders [1–3]. In recent years, alteration in movement
has become recognized as a central component not only
of specific motion disorders (i.e. Parkinson’s disease,
Huntington’s disease), but also in a wide range of common and chronic diseases (i.e. heart failure, diabetes,
stroke, pulmonary disease) [4, 5]. As such, motion
maintenence and rehabilitation has increasingly become
a core part of disease management [6–9]. A crucial factor needed to facilitate motion rehabilitation in medicine
is simple and accurate characterization of holistic human
motion with real-time feedback.
At present, commonly utilized mobile human motion
monitoring sensors are simple activity-tracking, wristworn devices such as the Fitbit™ or the Apple Watch™,
all of which provide information as to total body translation, i.e. the total number of steps and distance traveled.
Full characterization and understanding of biomechanics
and range of motion, however, requires much more
detailed analyses of both regional body part movement –
i.e. arm or leg; as well kinetic variables of movement –
i.e. acceleration, velocity, and angular rotation [10].
Changes in these elements may be associated with
injury, atrophy or disease, while controlled progress of
recovery is important for proper rehabilitation [11, 12].
Present motion capture technologies able to capture
multiple components of human motion are limited to
systems largely deployed in laboratory environments.
These typically employ multi-camera video capture systems and/or require multiple components or sensors attached to the body [13–21]. As such these powerful
tools are not readily utilized outside of the lab setting
due to their typical fixed nature, complexity of deployment and high expense (Additional file 1: Table S1 and
Table S2). Over the past few years, a new class of
materials and a new field has emerged, that of stretchable electronics and on-body wearables [22, 23]. With
these materials, a wide range of sensor capabilities have
been demonstrated including thin-film, conformal
accelerometers and gyroscopes, as well as indicators of
temperature, pressure, or material properties [24–26].
Our group has been involved in early stage work with a
wide range of these systems. Here, we describe a wireless, conformal patch (BioStampRC, MC10 Inc.), containing accelerometer and gyroscope elements, able to
measure six degrees of freedom of motion in a single
skin-adherent, wearable sensor. We hypothesized that
applying this system to human volunteers would allow
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detailed description of their motion, specifically defining
motion of the individual and/or elements of their
corpus, e.g. extremity movement. To identify the capabilities of our motion capture system, we specifically
determined 1) the accuracy of angular and spatial
displacement of the conformal wearable system, 2)
performance compared with existing standards of motion detection, 3) the ability of the system to capture
three-dimensional range of motion of the human arm, 4)
ability to detect changes in motion with simulated applications and 5) utility to create a user-specific “motion
envelope” of the arm.

Results
Description of BioStamp

The BioStamp Research Connect (BioStampRC®; herein
referred to as BioStamp) device contains flash memory
(32 MB), Bluetooth Low Energy®, a low-power microcontroller unit, a rechargeable battery, and a linear and
angular motion sensor for movement tracking (Fig. 1).
The BioStamp was configured as a thin, pliable surface
applique measuring 3.4 cm × 6.6 cm × 0.45 cm (width x
length x depth). The low-power micro-controller
conditions signals from the 3-axis accelerometer and
gyroscope, and the sensor data are processed and sampled by the microcontroller, which transmits data into
flash memory or broadcasts wirelessly via Bluetooth.
To configure and control the BioStamp device, a
customized software application on a mobile device
wirelessly enabled the user to set the operating parameters such as sampling rate, measurement type, and measurement range prior to data collection. The smart
mobile device enabled control of data transfer from the
BioStamp sensors to a cloud server for further analysis.
Angular and spatial displacement Benchtop testing

Accuracy of angular displacement measured with the
BioStamp was assessed by comparing to a benchtop
goniometer rotating in the z-plane (Fig. 2a). With
BioStamp adhered to the distal end of the goniometer
arm, both were subjected to a 180-degree rotation as
determined by the goniometer and recorded with the
BioStamp (Fig. 2b). The BioStamp angular displacement
measurements were obtained from integration of angular
velocity acquired through the BioStamp gyroscope and
were comparable (179.4 ° ± 1.1 °) to the goniometer
angular displacement (N = 3) (Fig. 2c).
Time-dependent accuracy of spatial displacement
during rotational motion was also determined with
application of the BioStamp on the volar surface of a
human volunteer’s forearm during 110-degree rotation
about the BioStamp y-axis (Fig. 2d). While angular
displacement was consistent during multiple (N = 8
consecutive repetitions) rotations of the arm, error
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Fig. 1 Schematic of Wearable BioStampRC. (a) Top view of BioStampRC (b) Bottom view of BioStampRC (c) Angled side view of BioStampRC on
wireless charging platform. Images provided by MC10, Inc.

accumulation during accelerometer integration and
signal processing can contribute to spatial displacement
inaccuracies in the x- and z- directions (Fig. 2e). When
compared to trigonometrically calculated spatial
displacement of the forearm, the residuals for z- axis are
higher at longer rotation times (slower angular velocity).
While spatial displacement in the z-axis was less
accurate at longer rotation times, Spatial displacement
accuracy in the x-axis was unaffected by rotational speed
of the arm (Fig. 2f).
Two-dimensional limb range of motion from BioStamp

The extent of motion of the arm was examined across
three planes of the body: frontal, transverse, and sagittal
planes (Fig. 3a). The BioStamp measured triaxial motion
using both the on-board accelerometer and gyroscope.
Placement of the BioStamp on the volar surface of the
forearm was carefully chosen such that rotational

motion of the arm would occur about a single axis of
the BioStamp and within a single plane of the body.
For arm range of motion in the transverse plane, horizontal adduction and abduction of the arm was performed (Fig. 3c). For arm motion in the sagittal plane of
the body, flexion and extension was performed (Fig. 3d).
Lastly, vertical abduction was performed to examine arm
range of motion in the frontal plane (Fig. 3e). Triaxial
data collected from the BioStamp during each of the
planar motions exhibited distinct signatures over time
(Fig. 4a-4c). For each motion, there was a single axis that
exhibited a higher gyroscopic signal dependent upon the
plane of rotation and the position of the subject’s arm.
This axis was identified as the axis of interest for each
motion type and data recorded from the corresponding
BioStamp channel was used for signal integration and
processing. For the horizontal motions, this was the
BioStamp y-axis (red, Fig. 4a). For both the flexion and
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Fig. 2 Characterization and Accuracy of BioStampRC. (a) Tri-axial orientation of the BioStampRC during acceleration and gyroscope recordings: xplane (blue), y-plane (red), and zplane (green). BioStampRC image provided by MC10 Inc. (b) Top view of BioStampRC on distal end of
goniometer on flat surface at starting position (left) and after 180 ° movement about BioStampRC z-axis. (c) BioStampRC angular position about zaxis after 180 ° movement on goniometer. Values shown as average degrees ± standard deviation (n = 3). (d) Top view of BioStampRC on distal
volar surface of arm while on flat surface at starting position (left) and after 110 ° movement in the x-z plane, about y-axis. (e) Displacement
output from BioStampRC accelerometer measurements after arm rotation at decreasing velocities (left to right). (f) Accuracy of X and Z
displacement measurements at different rotational speeds. Values shown as average meters ± standard deviation (n ≥ 8)

extension measurements and the vertical motions, this
was the BioStamp z-axis (green, Fig. 4b and c).
Figure 5 displays the five distinct arm motions in their
corresponding axes of interest for angular (gyroscopic)
motion. Plots of angular positions over time show the
distinct starting and stopping points of motion that
could be determined from the BioStamp motion signal.
Angular displacement (i.e. angular range of motion) in
each plane of the body was calculated as difference between the maximum and minimum angular position for
each motion. The corresponding average and deviation
of the calculated ranges of motion (N = 3 repetitions) for
each of the five motion types are shown in Table 1.
Interestingly, both the largest and smallest variation in
arm motion repetition were found in the transverse

plane of the body; horizontal abduction had the highest
variation (10.8%) and horizontal abduction had the
lowest variation (3.0%). This is, in part, likely due to
increased flexibility after repeated arm measurements
during horizontal abduction, a motion infrequently performed by the volunteer. In contrast, variation of arm
motion extent in other motion types was between 4.6
and 5.9%.
Comparison of BioStamp vs. Video motion capture

The range of motion of the arm was simultaneously
recorded via video camera for a visual comparison to
BioStamp results. Location of the video recording was
chosen such that video was taken perpendicular to the
plane of motion and with the BioStamp in view (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 3 BioStampRC and Body Orientation during Motion. (a) Three planes of the body in anatomical position: frontal plane (blue), transverse
plane (green), and sagittal plane (red). (b) Placement of BioStampRC on volar surface of the forearm. (c) Top view of horizontal adduction and
abduction of arm with subject in supine position. Motion is performed with straight arm in the transverse plane and about the BioStampRC y-axis
(d) Side view of flexion and extension of arm with subject sitting straight. Motion is performed with straight arm in the sagittal plane and about
the BioStampRC z-axis. (e) Front view of vertical abduction of arm with subject sitting straight. Motion is performed with straight arm in the
frontal plane and about the BioStampRC z-axis

Each resulting video was used to define starting and
stopping point of motion, and thus corresponding angles
for each motion category. While trajectory of arm
motion was not the focus of this paper, representative
graphs of trajectory collected from the video vs.
BioStamp gyroscope are shown in Additional file 1:
Figure S1.
A comparison of the measured angles for video and
for BioStamp is seen in Table 2 for three separate trials.
Video angular displacement measurements, all fell
within two or less standard deviations of the average
BioStamp measurements. Specifically, flexion, extension
and vertical abduction motions were within one standard deviation of each other for most trials. Table 3

similarly displays the overall difference in angular position calculated for BioStamp and video methods in each
of the three trials. The largest mean difference seen is
with horizontal abduction (5.3°).
Modeling three-dimensional range of motion – “motion
envelope”

The integrated gyroscopic values from the first BioStamp
trial for each motion category were used to create a
three-dimensional digital representation of the range of
motion specific to the subject, i.e. a “Motion Envelope.”
(Fig. 6). The largest range of motion of the arm for this
subject was exhibited in the sagittal plane (Fig. 6b),
followed by the transverse plane (Fig. 6a), and the frontal
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Fig. 4 BioStampRC triaxial Motion Data. Triaxial acceleration (left) and angular velocity (right) for (a) horizontal abduction and adduction of the
arm, (b) flexion and extension of the arm, and (c) vertical abduction of the arm

plane (Fig. 6c). These were combined to get a representation of the total range of motion characteristic to the
subject’s shoulder joint in three axes (Fig. 6d). This
process was repeated for a simulated reduced range of
motion of the arm with the same volunteer (Fig. 6e-6h).
Reduction in measured range of motion with the BioStamp was observed in all three planes. The frontal plane
showed the largest reduction in range of motion
(104.39°), followed by the transverse plane (38.30°), and
frontal plane (16.10°).
To show the comprehensive motion of the human
arm, outside of the three planes of the body, threedimensional displacement information was configured
from the BioStamp accelerometer and gyroscopic data
during fluid 3-dimensional arm motions. Figure 7 depicts the displacement of the arm when the user was

asked to move their arm to comfortably reach the extent
of their range of motion in a gradual, leveled and random manner. Whether asked to perform gradual, leveled, or random arm motion, the displacement of the
arm is similar in all axes (Fig. 7a-7c). This similarity
translates to comprehensive arm motion envelope in the
3-dimensional space (Fig. 7d-7f).

Discussion
Human motion capture and quantification is crucial for
detecting more granular changes in user-specific motion
capacity. However, without access to non-cumbersome,
simple, mobile, inexpensive systems for accurate and
comprehensive feedback, the value and potential of motion evaluation is not realized, nor readily utilized as a
tool for tracking valuable markers of health status. This
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Table 1 Shoulder Range of Motion Measured by BioStampRC

Fig. 5 Video versus BioStampRC Data. Screenshot from motion
video (left) and corresponding BioStampRC angular position (right)
for (a) horizontal adduction of the arm about BioStampRC y-axis, (b)
horizontal abduction of the arm about BioStampRC y-axis, (c) flexion
of the arm about BioStampRC z-axis, (d) extension of the arm about
BioStampRC z-axis, and (e) vertical abduction of the arm about
BioStampRC z-axis. Yellow angles represent starting position of arm
to the stopping position for each motion

Motion

Range of Motion from BioStampRC (Mean ± SD)

Horizontal Adduction

50.1 ± 1.5°

Horizontal Abduction

112.6 ± 12.2°

Flexion

162.8 ± 7.5°

Extension

66.7 ± 3.2°

Vertical Abduction

134.9 ± 7.9°

study introduced the utility of a conformal, wireless,
wearable patch system to allow capture and deconstruction of human motion into planar component elements,
also facilitating the creation of a user-defined, human
motion envelope. With this system, we were able to collect accurate and comprehensive motion information
over time during a wide range of arm movements without the necessity of tethering to cumbersome, fixed external equipment or visualization systems.
The utilization of both accelerometers and gyroscopes
during human motion capture in the tested Biostamp
wearable patch system allowed for characterization of
arm motion in both spatial and angular terms. However,
in many motion capture studies preference for
utilization of either gyroscope or accelerometer may be
dependent upon the time and speed required for a motion task and the type of motion performed (i.e. planar
or three-dimensional). Gyroscopes allow for simple signal processing to identify angular motion extent and velocity. However, they can experience significant signal
drift over long periods of time [27, 28]. Our results suggest that the BioStamp gyroscope alone was able to capture angular displacement within one degree of accuracy
when compared to a benchtop goniometer. In contrast,
accelerometers provide important spatial information of
motion. However, they are commonly plagued with error
accumulation when integrating for spatial displacement
even over small time periods and can therefore require
sophisticated signal processing techniques [27–30]. The
BioStamp accelerometer was able to capture spatial displacement within 2 cm. of accuracy for the limited planar motion used in this study. Despite the ability of the
BioStamp accelerometer and gyroscope to independently
capture accurate human arm motion, we used combined
assets from both sensors in the BioStamp to allow for a
comprehensive and accurate depiction of holistic human
arm motion.
Apart from inertial motion sensors, visual tracking,
utilizing cameras or markers placed on the human body
is commonly utilized for human motion capture [31].
We chose to compare our results to visual methods by
simultaneously video recording the BioStamp user perpendicular to the plane of interest, as they performed
their arm motion tasks. We found, on average, the difference of our angular analysis with the BioStamp versus
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Table 2 BioStampRC versus Video Shoulder Range of Motion Measured in Three Separate Trials
Motion

Video Trial 1

BioStampRC Trial 1

Video Trial 2

BioStampRC Trial 2

Video Trial 3

BioStampRC Trial 3

Horizontal Adduction

50.2 ± 1.5°

48.4°

43.2 ± 4.4°

50.7°

49.1 ± 1.6°

51.2°

Horizontal Abduction

121.4 ± 2.6°

126.7°

109.6 ± 3.7°

104.8°

112.2 ± 6.3°

106.4°

Flexion

172.9 ± 4.1°

169.8°

166.3 ± 3.5°

163.7°

159.7 ± 5.9°

154.9°

Extension

69.1 ± 1.7°

69.6°

69.4 ± 1.2°

67.3°

64.3 ± 2.5°

63.2°

Vertical Abduction

128.0 ± 8.8°

130.0°

138.3 ± 11.6°

144.1°

129.3 ± 3.7°

130.7°

the visual analysis to be small (< 5.3 degrees). This is
well within ranges previously explored in other visual
comparison studies [32]. Similarly, all of the arm ranges
captured and calculated were within normal ranges of
motion for the arm previously described [33–36]. Despite this, there was clear variation in motion range between trials, as high as 22 degrees difference between
trial 1 and 2 with horizontal abduction using visual
methods (Table 2). Error in visual analysis enters
through observer error and inability to perceive starting
and ending points. Objects, such as clothing, visually obscure the joint centers and have been implicated in the
variability of measurements in other studies [37]. However, the difference between trials was significantly reduced when calculating range of motion with the
BioStamp, with the highest difference being 11 degrees
for the same trials. While 11 degrees difference is still
significant, these changes could simply be due to adjusting flexibility of the arm of the volunteer after repeated
motions.
A large and inherent source of error in any type of detection of repeated motion is that of individual movement variability. This can be due either to day-to-day
inconsistency in musculo-skeletal features, such as flexibility and muscle fatigue, or due to ongoing adjustment
in perceptions of current and target positions [38, 39].
This perception, known as proprioception (“position
sense”), is essential to motor movements [40] and includes adaptation to resistance of motion caused by
three particular forces: gravity, joint structure, and the
antagonist muscle and tendon systems. These aspects
become more important with complex threeTable 3 Difference in Measured Range of Motion between
BioStampRC and Video
Motion

Δangle Trial 1 Δangle Trial 2 Δangle Trial 3 Mean Δangle

Horizontal 1.8°
Adduction

7.5°

2.1°

3.8 ± 3.2°

Horizontal 5.3°
Abduction

4.8°

5.8°

5.3 ± 0.5°

Flexion

3.1°

2.6°

4.8°

3.5 ± 1.2°

Extension

0.5°

2.1°

1.1°

1.2 ± 0.8°

Vertical
2.0°
Abduction

5.8°

1.4°

3.1 ± 2.4°

dimensional movements, such as the random movement
for three-dimensional motion of the arm. Both the effect
of gravity and the antagonist system introduce complexity into motion that causes variation during intentional
human movement. Although gravity is constant, its effect on an object is dependent upon the orientation and
position of that object. Thus, the effect of gravity typically changes during motion, leading to a change in the
weight of the extremity and the direction and phase of
the motion [41]. This issue may have been especially
prevalent during horizontal abduction, due to the position of the arm and body in relation to gravity. This
complexity may help explain the difficulties which a subject has in maintaining a constant range of motion
within trials, but also can be more accurately accounted
for using an on-board sensor, rather than indirect visual
techniques. Despite high variation of range of motion
quantification due to nature of the movement and proprioception, we found that the different methods of
three-dimensional arm movement (gradual, leveled, or
random) still produced very similar and accurate motion
envelopes. Depending on the specific capability of the
user and the application of the signal, any of these
methods of processing with on-board sensors could be
chosen as a feedback mechanism of user-specific human
motion extent.
Future directions

The scope of this study was to capture and define component motion signals of simple movements of a single
limb; however, ongoing extensions of this work already
demonstrate that it is possible using this system to configure a network of sensors for for whole-body capture
and feedback for a series of tasks (Additional file 1:
Figure S2). We hope to expand the use of the BioStamp
for quantifying and defining patterns of complex motions associated with a range of activities.. Furthermore,
we are continuing this work by applying these methods
to other limbs or extremities (i.e. head/neck, leg/hip) in
order to determine their motion envelope and elucidate
further the motion extent of body segments. Use of this
system in combination with feedback software system
could be used to inform the subject or clinician of motion associated with disease progression or rehabilitation
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Fig. 6 Three-Dimensional Representation of Healthy and Reduced Shoulder Range of Motion. Extent of range of movement for healthy subject in
the transverse plane (a), sagittal plane (b), frontal plane (c) and the corresponding 3-dimensional digital representation (d). Extent of range of
movement for subject exhibiting reduced motion in transverse plane (e), sagittal plane (f), frontal plane (g) and corresponding 3-dimensional
digital representation (h)

in comparison to user-specific “healthy” range of motion. Alternatively, with sufficient data, machine learning
could be utilized to refine and establish “healthy” standards for subjects of particular demographics.

Study limitations

As with any wearable sensor, the accuracy of the results
are largely dependent upon the placement of the sensor
and the ability to initiate motion from a consistent
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Fig. 7 Three-Dimensional Motion Envelope of Human Shoulder. BioStampRC tri-axial arm displacement over time during gradual (a), leveled (b),
and random (c) motion of the arm. Calculated three-dimensional displacement of arm during gradual (d), leveled (e), and random (f) motion of
the arm

baseline. Measurements using wearable systems experience the largest errors due to inconsistent baselines, signal drift, and high noise. Where feasible, these features
were corrected through signal processing. While the
focus of this project was on quantifying arm range of
motion, requiring only seconds to minutes of recording
time, longer time periods of recording may be required
for other motion capture applications. However, longer
recording periods create significant error due to signal
drift, rendering range of motion inaccurate. Additionally,
due to the parameters of our filtering, the slower and
less significant movements could result in higher errors.
Post-signal processing may need to be tailored to the
speed and range of the wearer’s ability in order prevent
significant error accumulation.

Conclusions
The BioStamp, a wireless, wearable motion sensor patch
system, allowed for the detailed capture, analysis and
definition of limb range of motion, without necessity of
tethering or optical tracking. Specifically, angular and
spatial displacement of the limb of the individual could
be quickly and accurately assessed on a user-specific
basis and integrated to create a “motion envelope.” With

further translation, these limb motion envelopes can be
utilized in a clinical or at-home environment for detecting changes in range of motion for quantifiable diagnostic and therapeutic assessment.

Methods
Device description

The BioStampRC® (Model No. BRCS01) and kit (charging station for stamps, adhesive strips, recording tablet
(Samsung Galaxy Tab. A), and conductive gel), were obtained from MC10, Inc. (Lexington, MA). The BioStamp
is a thin, pliable device directly applied to the skin
surface (3.4 cm × 6.6 cm × 0.45 cm; weight = 7 g). The
BioStamp is controlled from an embedded microcontroller unit for recording bio-signals and transmission of data via WiFi to the MC10 Investigator Portal or
broadcasting wirelessly via Bluetoogh to the MC10
Discovery App, pre-loaded on the included Android™
tablet. Prior to BioStamp application to a subject, the
sensor can be configured to select measurement modality (3 axis accelerometer, 3 axis gyroscope, ECG, EMG
or combination), sampling frequency (50–250 Hz), and
measurement range (±2–16 G for accel; ± 250–4000 °/s
for gyro). Once configured, the BioStamp is applied to
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the subject and can be selected to start or stop recording
and sync data from the tablet. Dataare then uploaded to
the cloud where they can be accessed and downloaded
from the MC10 Investigator Portal website. Additional
specifications on the BioStamp and comparison to other
wearable sensors are shown in Additional file 1: Table
S1 and Table S2.

gravitational pull). The sensor was re-placed or the arm
was adjusted if the orientation was inconsistent. Human
subject approval was obtained for this study from the
IRB of the University of Arizona (#1809925234).

Accuracy of BioStamp angular displacement

The subject began by lying in supine position on a raised
surface. The subject’s dominant arm was over the edge
of the raised surface such that no objects could obstruct
the arm motion. Subject began with their arm straight in
front of them, in the same sagittal plane as the shoulder
and perpendicular to their body. Palms of the hand were
facing medial to the body. This was the starting position.
Recording began when subject had arm in starting
position. With arm straight and palms medial, the subject adducted their arm in the transverse plane as far as
possible, held for three seconds, then returned to the
starting position and held until recording was paused.
When subject was ready, recording resumed with arm in
starting position. The subject abducted their arm horizontally in the transverse plane as far as comfortably
possible, held for three seconds, and returned to the
starting position until recording was completed.

To show accuracy of BioStamp measurements, angular
displacement was simultaneously measured using a 12in., 360-degree goniometer. With the BioStamp adhered
to the distal end of the goniometer, the goniometer was
carefully rotated to a specified angle while on a flat surface. The goniometer angle was used as a reference for
the calculated BioStamp angle. Angular position was determined by summation integration of the gyroscopic
velocity in MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc).
Accuracy of BioStamp spatial displacement

To show accuracy of BioStamp measurements during
arm movement, spatial displacement was measured
using a 12-in., 360-degree goniometer set to 110 degrees—a comfortable angle for uninhibited arm motion.
With the BioStamp adhered near the wrist on the volar
surface of the subject’s dominant forearm, the subject
rotated their arm between the 110-degree markings for a
minimum of 8 cycles at varying frequencies: 1 Hz, 0.75
Hz, 0.5 Hz, and 0.2 Hz.
Study design

Initial studies were performed with the the Biostamp on
4 healthy volunteers (two male and two female, 22–24
years of age) to gain familiarity with signal capture and
processing over a range of motions (partially previously
reported [42]. Here we report an extension of this protocol examining 1) enhanced, detailed component signal
analysis; and 2) reproducibility of signals for specified
component (arm) motions over time. Over a three-week
period a single volunteer of the initial cohort underwent
follow-up analysis. All motions were repeated three
times, each trial being performed a week apart. As a
comparative measure, the study was also completed with
the same subject exhibiting reduced range of motion.
For all studies, the BioStamp was placed on the flat,
volar surface of the subject’s forearm, approximately 3
in. distal from the elbow. The sensor was placed parallel
to the ulnar anterior border, in the same orientation for
each motion recording. To minimize error accumulation
during data collection, the starting position of the arm
for each motion protocol was examined from the realtime accelerometer measurements to ensure consistent
orientation and position at the start of each motion
study (i.e. acceleration = 1 in sensing axis feeling

Arm motion protocols
Horizontal adduction and abduction - motion in the
transverse plane

Flexion and extension - motion in the sagittal plane

The subject began by sitting upright in a chair, facing
forward with feet flat on the ground. The subject’s dominant arm was over the edge of the chair such that no
objects could obstruct their arm motion. Subject began
with arm straight down at their side, perpendicular to
the floor. Palms of the hand were facing medial to the
body. This was the starting position. Recording began
when subject had arm in starting position. With arm
straight and palms medial, the subject flexed their arm
in the sagittal plane as far as comfortably possible, held
for three seconds, and then returned to the starting position and held until recording was paused. When subject
was ready, recording resumed with the arm in starting
position. The subject extended their arm behind them in
sagittal plane as far as comfortably possible, held for
three seconds, and then returned to the starting position
until recording was completed.
Vertical abduction - motion in the frontal plane

The subject began by sitting upright in a chair, facing
forward with feet flat on the ground. The subject’s dominant arm was over the edge of the chair such that no
objects could obstruct their arm motion. Subject began
with arm straight down at their side, perpendicular to
the floor with fifth digit of the hand medial to the body.
This was the starting position. Recording began when
subject had arm in starting position. With arm straight
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and thumbs medial, the subject vertically abducted arm
in frontal plane as far as comfortably possible, held for
three seconds, and then returned to the starting position
and held until recording was completed.
Three-dimensional range of motion

The subject began standing with their arm straight down
at their side. Before beginning movement, the arm was
adjusted and the subject stands still for the accelerometer outputs to be as close to zero as possible. The subject was told to move their arm to reach the extent of
their range of motion, comfortably. For gradual motion,
the subject swung their arm laterally to medially and
gradually moved their arm upwards until it was straight
above their head. For leveled motion, the subject swung
their arm laterally to medially approximately five times
before moving it upwards and repeating the process. For
random motion, the subject moved their arm to their
own preference for approximately one minute.
Three-dimensional arm spatial displacement and motion
trajectory from BioStamp

3-D displacement of a body movement can be reconstructed using the acceleration and gyroscopic data from
a BioStamp sensor and advanced signal processing. The
BioStamp measures accelerations and gyrations in a sensor coordinate, termed as local coordinate herein, which
varies with the movement of the sensor attached to a
body. In such local coordinates, the acceleration contains
gravity components that cause significant errors during
the numerical integration process. Therefore, the integration of accelerations into displacements should require the transformation of acceleration data in a spacefixed coordinate, termed as the global coordinate here,
as well as the removal of gravity components from the
data. The gyroscope measures the rate of angular configuration change in the local coordinate, i.e. angular velocity ω (ωx, ωy, ωz) of the body, which hence can be used
for coordinate transformation. It should be noted that
quantities in boldface are vector quantities in here. The
signal processing scheme to reconstruct 3-D globalcoordinate displacement from the local-coordinate acceleration and gyroscopic measurement is as follows: the
angle change Δθi between time ti and ti + 1 is computed
as,
Δθi ≈ ðωi þ ωiþ1 Þ

Δt
2

ð1Þ

Euler parameters [43] e0, e1, e2, and e3 between local
coordinates at time ti and ti + 1, are estimated as,
e0 ¼ cos

∅ 
2

ð2Þ

∅ 
e ¼ ½e1 ; e2 ; e3  ¼ n sin
2

ð3Þ

i
where ∅ = ‖Δθi‖ and n¼ −Δθ
∅ . Then, the coordinate
transformation matrix [43] for a vector quantity in the
local coordinates at ti + 1 to ti is given by,
2 2
3
e1 e2 −e0 e3
e1 e 3 þ e0 e2
e0 þ e21 −1=2
Ai ¼24 e1 e2 þ e0 e3 e20 þ e22 −1=2
e2 e3 −e0 e1 5
2
e1 e3 −e0 e2
e2 e3 þ e0 e1 e0 þ e23 −1=2

ð4Þ
Thus, the acceleration 〈ai + 1(ax, ay, az)〉c = i + 1, in the
local coordinate at ti + 1, has a transformation to the local
coordinate at ti as,
haiþ1 ic¼i ¼ Ai haiþ1 ic¼iþ1

ð5Þ

Where notation 〈〉c = i denotes a quantity inside the
braces in the local coordinate at ti .
If we assume the local coordinate at t0 (i.e. the initial
coordinate) orients exactly to a fixed global coordinate, a
quantity measured at the local coordinate at ti + 1 can be
transformed in the global coordinate, or the initial coordinate at t0, as
haiþ1 ig ¼ haiþ1 ic¼0 ¼ A0 A1 ⋯Ai haiþ1 ic¼iþ1
¼ Ai haiþ1 ic¼iþ1

ð6Þ

Where, 〈〉g denotes the quantity in the braces is in the
global coordinate. Ai ¼ A0 A1 ⋯Ai , is the transformation matrix to the global coordinate (initial coordinate
at t0) from the local coordinate at ti + 1. Once the acceleration measurements are in the global coordinate, gravity
correction is a simple operation of deducting the constant gravity components from the global acceleration
data.
If we assume the body is static at the beginning (i.e. at
t0), the acceleration components 〈a0(ax, ay, az)〉c = 0 are
solely due to the gravity. These initial acceleration components are used for gravity correction at the global
coordinate.
Once the acceleration is converted in the global coordinate with the gravity correction, the displacement of the
body can be reconstructed by multi-step integration and
filtering process. The first integration of acceleration
data results in the velocity of the body at the measured
location. The resulting velocity data may still drift due to
potential numerical integration errors. The drift can be
removed by high-pass filtering the velocity data. Subsequent integration of the velocity data and another highpass filtering will result in the displacement of the body
motions having sufficient dynamics (i.e. 3-D random and
2-D planar motions).
For the leveled and gradual motion shown in Fig. 7D
and E, further processing is required as the out-of-plane
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(i.e. gravitational direction) movement is too slow. Such
slow out-of-plane motion components are lost due to
the high pass filtering process that is necessary for drift
corrections in previous steps. In this case, Euler angle,
i.e. roll, and arm length (i.e. distance of the sensor from
the shoulder joint) can be used to recover the out-ofplane displacement components. The roll at ti can be estimated from the gravity components in the local coordinate at ti. The gravity components in local coordinates
are estimated as,

−1
hg i ic¼i ¼ hai ic¼i − Ai−1 hai ig corr

ð7Þ

where 〈gi〉i is the gravity components at ti in the local coordinate at ti, 〈ai〉gcorr is the acceleration after gravity
correction in the global coordinate, ( )−1 notation denotes the matrix inverse of the quantity inside. The roll
from the local gravity components at ti are estimated as,
0 D  Ec¼i 1
B− g x i
C
rolli ¼ atan@ D  Ec¼i A
ð8Þ
gz i
Then the corrected y and z components of displacements are.
hyi ig corr ¼ hyi ig −l sinðrolli Þ;

ð9Þ

hzi ig corr ¼ hzi ig þ lcosðrolli Þ;

ð10Þ

where l is the length of the arm.
All processing mentioned above was done in the
MATLAB environment. An elliptical high-pass filter
with 0.1 Hz cut-off frequency was used for this
application, assuming the frequency contents of the arm
motion were higher than the cut-off frequency. For
other applications having different arm dynamics, the
cut-off frequency can be adjusted accordingly. The schematic of the processing is summarized in Additional file 1:
Figure S3.
Arm angular displacement from BioStamp gyroscope

With BioStamp on recording from the subject’s forearm,
the subject was instructed to separately perform movements of the arm in frontal, sagittal, and transverse
planes. During motion performance, triaxial gyroscope
and acceleration data with a sampling rate of 62.5 Hz, a
gyroscopic range of − 4000°/s to + 4000°/s and acceleration range of -4G to +4G, were collected using the
BioStamp. The collected gyroscopic data were integrated
with respect to time for each motion in the corresponding axis of rotation to determine angular position of the
arm. Total range of motion was determined by evaluating the difference in the maximum and minimum angular positions. A visual representation was created for the

three motions of each plane using SolidWorks. Data collection with the BioStamp was completed and analyzed
three separate times for each motion category.
Arm angular displacement from video capture

Video was taken of the subject performing motion while
wearing the BioStamp. Videos were recorded with a JVC
HD Everio video camera, facing perpendicular to the
axis of arm rotation. Range of motion angles were
measured from video using ImageJ (NIH) with the angle
tool. The angle tool measured the angles between a
point on the forearm at the minimum (starting) position
of the arm and the same point at the maximum (ending)
position of the arm. The subject’s arm (elbow-to-wrist
length) was measured and used as a standard reference
point for scaling the video. Each video was analyzed
three times with the angle tool, and each motion was
video recorded three times. Angle measurements from a
single motion video were averaged and displayed as
mean ± standard deviation (N = 3).
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